
KERATIN SMOOTHING TREATMENT  

Keratin Smoothing Treatment reduces frizz and delivers smoother, more 
manageable humidity-resistant hair for approximately 3+ months. Transform your 
frizzy, difficult hair into soft, manageable, beautiful locks. Enjoy no wait time to 
wash, swim or pull back with clips or a ponytail! You’ll leave the salon looking 
fantastic with completely wearable hair – and the best part is our treatment is 
about 40% less than you’ll pay overseas. 

3.5hrs / $350FJD 

HAIRCUTS, STYLING & MAKE UP  

(CUTS INCLUDE SHAMPOO+BLOW WAVE) 

Ladies    
Mens       

Children (1-12 years)       

Shampoo & blow wave       

Express curls or flat iron (Please come to the salon with clean, 
dry hair for an express 30 min appointment) 
Special event hairstyle       

Special event make up    

$85FJD 

$60FJD 

$45FJD 

$70FJD 

$70FJD 

 

$120FJD 

$120FJD 

Our Keratin Smoothing Treatment and haircuts are performed by our specially 
trained hairstylists. Availability for these services may be limited so we recommend 
pre-booking 1-2 days in advance. 

OLAPLEX TREATMENTS        

Internationally acclaimed Olaplex treatments are available for those whose hair 
really needs some TLC. Olaplex works to rebuild broken bonds from within 
repairing, protecting, and strengthening hair. Turn dry, brittle, and damaged hair 
into silky, smooth, vibrant hair with Olaplex. Enjoy our treatment with hot towels 
and scalp massage and finish with shampoo & conditioner. 

Deluxe Olaplex Treatment 
Deluxe Olaplex Treatment with blow wave 

30mins / $65FJD 

1hr / $105FJD 

RELAXATION        

Warm Oil Scalp Massage        

A good scalp massage can truly change your day. Use of warm coconut oil and 
pressure points follows to stimulate circulation, promote hair growth and eliminates 
scalp dryness. Shampoo & condition to finish. 
 

Shampoo & Scalp Massage          

Is your hair and scalp feeling the impacts of the pool or the sea? Get it back in order 
quick smart with a cleansing shampoo and deep conditioning treatment with scalp 
massage. 

20mins / $45FJD            30mins / $60FJD 

20mins / $45FJD 

DELUXE MANICURE       

Gel polish  

Regular polish   

Designed for customers looking for the perfect bridal manicure (or just the most 
amazing everyday nails) our deluxe manicure includes everything: buff, shape, 
cuticles, polish, sugar scrub and massage. Gel polish is our recommendation and is 
guaranteed to last 3+ weeks. 

1hr 15mins 

$100FJD 

$85FJD 

STANDARD MANICURE       

Gel polish  

Regular polish   

A faster more basic version of the deluxe manicure, we will properly prepare & 
shape your nails (cuticles, buff, shape etc) and polish with the colour of your choice. 
Perfect for those looking for tidy nails with nice polish in a shorter period of time. 

50mins 

$80FJD 

$65FJD 

THE NUDE MANICURE       

Looking to get your hands in top shape but don’t want nail polish? We will properly 
tidy & shape your nails (cuticles, buff, shape etc) and add a scrub & massage for a 
little bit of hand pampering. Perfect for our male clients or ladies looking for nice 
hands without polish. 

40mins / $60FJD 

JUNIOR MANICURE       

Designed for our clients 13 years and under, our junior mani is a pampering service 
for our younger clients. We will properly tidy & shape their nails (cuticles, buff, shape 
etc), do a mini-massage and polish their nails with the colour (or colours!) of their 
choice. Includes x2 nail art. 

40mins / $55FJD 

GEL / SNS REMOVAL      

Please pre-book extra time with us if you have gel or SNS to remove. 
30mins / $35FJD 

DELUXE PEDICURE      

Gel polish  

Regular polish   

Designed for our customers looking for the perfect bridal pedicure (or just the most 
amazing everyday feet) our deluxe pedicure includes everything: buff, shape, 
cuticles, sugar scrub, polish and massage. Gel polish is our recommendation and is 
guaranteed to last 3+ weeks. 

1hr 15mins 

$100FJD 

$85FJD 

STANDARD PEDICURE      

Gel polish 

Regular polish   

A faster more basic version of the deluxe pedicure, we will properly prepare & 
shape your nails (cuticles, buff, shape etc) and polish with the colour of your choice. 
Perfect for those looking for tidy feet with nice polish in a shorter period of time. 

50mins 

$80FJD 

$65FJD 

THE NUDE PEDICURE      

Looking to get your feet in top shape but don’t want nail polish? We will properly 
tidy & shape your nails (cuticles, buff, shape etc) and add a scrub & massage for a 
little bit of foot pampering. Perfect for our male clients or ladies looking for nice feet 
without polish. 

40mins / $60FJD 

JUNIOR PEDICURE      

Designed for our clients 13 years and under, our junior pedi is a pampering service 
for our younger clients. We will properly tidy & shape their nails (cuticles, buff, 
shape etc), do a mini-massage and polish their nails with the colour (or colours!) of 
their choosing. 

40mins / $55FJD 

FOOT CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION & MASSAGE      

A simple and effective method to relax your body and mind. It is based on the 
principle of foot reflexology and involves applying pressure on the key points of the 
foot. Includes foot soak, sugar scrub and massage. 

30mins / $55FJD 

GEL / SNS REMOVAL      

Please pre-book extra time with us if you have gel or SNS to remove   
30mins / $35FJD 

Looking for a gorgeous holiday glow? We specialise in professional spray tans. With 
our state of the art booth & products, you’ll be gorgeously bronzed in no time. 

Spray tan single coat             

Spray tan double coat (extra coverage, longer lasting)       

20mins / $90FJD 

30mins / $105FJD 
MERMAID BRAIDS      

Have your hair braided into a style that incorporates 1 colour or ombre extensions.  
A great option for a holiday hairstyle!  

45mins / $85FJD 

BRAIDING 

Choose from box braids or cornrows - pricing is POA depending on est time taken.  

$40 - $300FJD 

PROTEIN TREATMENT 

Nourish and strengthen your hair. Includes 10 minute scalp massage.  

30mins / $45FJD 

ACRYLIC NAILS      POA 

Brow wax (20 minutes) 
Eyebrow threading (20 minutes) 
Lash tint (20 minutes) 
Brow tint (20 minutes) 
Lash and brow tint (40 minutes) 
Brow shape & tint (40 minutes) 
Lash & Brow tint, brow shape (40 minutes) 
Lash extensions  
Other facial waxing   

$35FJD 

$30FJD 

$40FJD 

$35FJD 

$70FJD 

$65FJD 

$95FJD 

POA 

POA 

Simple Henna Design (Simple henna design for the hands or feet) 
Bridal Design  (Talk to us about your bridal henna requirements) 

20mins / $40FJD 

POA 


